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This light has 3 main levels High, Medium, and Low and a beacon-strobe mode. Each main level
can be programmed to one of its two sub-levels. The second sub-level of each main levels can
be further programmed to different brightness levels. The second sub-level of the each main
levels can be further programmed to different brightness levels. Low: L1 2. Battery: One size up
to 69mm 3. Batteries are not included in the package. Builtin battery protections with
continuously monitored temperature, current, and voltage, plus a 2. Automatic stepping down
from High to Medium, and from Medium to Low when battery capacity is low. Press and hold for
over 0. Release at the desired level. Double click to toggle and select between the two
sub-levels for that main level. Sub-level selections for the 3 main levels are memorized after the
light is turned off and through battery changes. The second sub-level H2, M2 and L2 of each
main levels can be further programmed to different brightness levels. At a main level,
double-click 6 times to start configuration. On subsequent double-clicks the light will cycle
through different brightness levels. Short click to turn off the light when finishing
configurations. The selections for the second sub-levels are memorized after the light is turned
off and through battery changes. This light uses the main LED flashing 1 to 4 times to indicate
the estimated remaining capacity of the battery. To start the battery indicator, from Off
short-click 4 times without pause. Beacon-strobe mode can be accessed from 3 short-clicks
when the light is Off. Once in the beacon-strobe mode, you can double-click to cycle through
different types of beacons and strobes. Beacon-strobe settings are memorized when the light is
turned off and through battery changes. This light comes with three mode groups, G5, G6 and
G7. Mode group selections are memorized after the light is turned off and through battery
changes. Double-click 6 times at the H1, H2, L2 to enter the programming mode for that level.
Once in the programming mode, use double-click to go up one level and triple-click to go down
one level. Use 1-click to exit the programming mode. Three consecutive 5-click or 6-click, 7-click
to reset the G5 or G6, G7 back to the factory default settings. We now accept orders from U. Hw
Mk IV Headlamp. Write a Review. Parasitic Drain: Negligible much less than the self discharging
of a battery Beam Type 80 degree spill 12 degree hot spot Dimensions Head Diameter: 0.
Precision machined unibody casing from premium grade aluminum bar stocks Proprietary heat
sinking design bonds the LED board directly to the unibody aluminum casing Durable natural
hard anodized finish Type III Class I Sealed and potted LED driver circuitry Tempered optical
grade glass Orange peel textured reflector Battery reverse polarity protection Waterproof to
IPX8 2 meters, 30 minutes Operations This light has 3 main levels High, Medium, and Low and a
beacon-strobe mode. Basic Operation One short-click turns on the light to High or turns off the
light. Two short-click turns on the light to Medium. Three short-click turns on the light to the
beacon-strobe mode. Advanced Operation and Configuration Press and hold to cycle from Low,
Medium and High, release at the desired level to set. When press and hold, the light always
cycle from Low to High regardless which level you are currently in. PID Thermal Regulation
Temperature Programming for three highest output levels Turn off the light from H1 and then
turn back on to H1 Press and hold to cycle from Low to High 6 times On the 7th or more cycle,
release the switch when High, to add 1 degree C up to 5 max when Med, to revert back to the
factory default when Low, to subtract 1 degree C up to 5 max Multiple Mode Groups This light
comes with three mode groups, G5, G6 and G7. Related Items. Black silicone holder for H and
H60x. Black silicone holder and headband with removable top strap for H and H60x. Customer
Reviews. Average Rating. The headlamp, tint, headband, everything is perfect. I use a spare
holder on my mountain bike helmet for night rides and it is very secure and light. The light itself
is very light and efficient, and colour tint is nice for night hikes with better colour rendition than
cool white lights. Expensive but worth it. Returns and Refunds. Terms and Conditions. It walks
down the road not taken by most other head torch manufacturers, first by using a
state-of-the-art Li-ion battery, the same kind of battery used in Tesla's award winning cars,
combining it with a powerful LED, and packing it in a rugged metal casing. That gives it a light
with power to burn for hours, and survivalist-ready durability. We've reviewed other Zebralights
in the past, which impressed us, but didn't quite hit the sweet spot for outdoor use. But the Hw
Mk IV delivers with a bright beam we love for trail finding, an evenly lit flood beam that's great
around the campsite, and battery life that leaves the competition in the dust. In our tests, we
used the highly regarded Panasonic Li-ion Battery, considered to be a high-performance battery
rated at mAh and 3. For charging, we used the Nitecore i2 Intellicharger. The Zebralight is
unique in offering two different lighting level settings, which they describe simply as 1 and 2.
You can simply double-click to switch between these modes. In their documentation they refer
to the two modes by the letter of the dimming level followed by the mode number i. We tested
both modes, and found the 2 setting to be the better choice for actual use, which we
recommend you set the light to happily, it will remember your mode setting when you next turn
it on. The 2 Level mode offers nearly same amazing brightness in the High mode as 1, but High

mode battery life is an hour longer in H1. The H1 mode starts off significantly brighter than H2
when first turned on, but this dramatic difference is fleeting since the H1 drops to a regulated
lighting level of about meters throw within minutes, which is not much different than the meter
throw of H2. We also found the lighting level of the Medium level in Mode 2 to be the Goldilocks
setting for general purpose use around the camp, for preparing food, use-in-the-tent, or just
walking down a well-defined trail or path. The Medium M2 mode became our go-to mode for
general use in our testing â€” our Goldilocks setting â€” and we grew to love it as the default
setting. The ability to turn the brightness " up to 11 " in the High mode whenever we needed it
was awesome trust us, either H1 or H2 on the Hw offer amazing brightness. You can also
custom program the 2nd Level brightness settings to better meet your specific needs. With a
score of 9 out of 10, the Hw is tied for first place with two other products in our test. The strong,
even beam of the Zebralight impressed all of our testers. As you can see in the beam
comparison below, the Zebralight throws a long beam with really even light distribution.
Compared above to the Black Diamond Storm , you can see that both offer compelling spotlight
beams, but the Zebralight is superior in seeing distance as well as lighting a wider area. Over
time, the Zebralight's superiority increases, as the Storm degrades in brightness as the battery
drains. The Fenix HP25R is another strong performer, and offers a similarly bright wide
spotlight beam, but it only lasts 2. The Zebralight scored well above average in close proximity.
It provides a nice evenly lit and wide beam for use in camp, cooking, in the tent, reading, or
walking down a path. We preferred the M2 setting for close proximity lighting 2nd Lighting
Level, Medium setting over the default M1, which also offers longer battery life. This battery life
vs. In the Zebralight's case, the battery is not included, so you'll need to purchase both a battery
and charger separately. Happily, you can readily find this battery on Amazon, we used the
Panasonic Li-ion Battery and the Nitecore i2 Intellicharger in our tests. More importantly, this is
a powerful state-of-the-art battery that delivers an amazing combination of brightness and
battery life. This is the same battery that Tesla has been using in their Model S and X electric
cars since The Zebralight lasted an impressive 3. We preferred the 2 mode light levels, which
what the 3. The H1 level shines further, initially almost meters, but it degrades to meters throw
in a few minutes, and by 5 minutes it is down to meters where it settles in and remains as a
regulated level. Battery life in H1 takes a hit, only lasting 2. In our floodlight test, using the 2
medium mode, M2, the Zebralight left other lights in the dust with an unmatched 9. We found M1
to be brighter than we prefer for close proximity work, so we just kept the light in the 2 mode as
our standard approach. The Zebralight offers one mode that is even lower-level lighting, a very
dim L Low mode, that could serve nicely as a nightlight. It is too dim for most purposes in our
opinion, but if you have young kids who are scared of the dark, then you'll find the L mode to be
just the ticket for a nightlight when camping or traveling and one that you can use every night
for a month, literally. The Zebralight offers what is described as a " tailcap lockout " which
means you can unscrew the battery cap part-way, and it physically disconnects the battery. We
love this option in that it provides a simple, obvious, and effective way to avoid the situation
where you pull the light out to use it, only to realize it had been accidentally turned on in your
pack and the battery is dead. Unscrewing the cap just a quarter turn does the trick. The Hw is
relatively light in weight, but it is a little bit heavier than average. It weighs 4. That slightly higher
weight is more than made up for in the light's outstanding performance. With its top-band
adding support, it feels well balanced on the head and comfortable even when running. The
light can also be quickly detached from the headband and used as a flashlight light and small,
fitting in one hand, yet exceptionally powerful. We do find the fact that the light beam is not
coming from center of the weight when used as a headlamp to be a bit odd at first, but you get
used to that quickly, and it is not really a problem. Like many small electronics in this day and
age, Zebralight packs a great number of features into a tiny package. But, the design is set up
so that advanced functionality is nicely hidden under the hood and basic operation is very
simple. There are three thoughtfully chosen brightness modes selected by single clicking the
one button; one click turns it on in the brightest mode, and a 2nd click selects Medium, which is
a nice level for around the campsite, and a 3rd click which selects Low, which is good as a
nightlight. There is also a somewhat more obscure second mode , Mode 2, which we prefer;
Mode 2 offers dimmer settings for High, Medium and Low which we found to be mode ideal in
our testing. Getting to mode 2 is easy, just double-click to switch between Mode 1 and Mode 2.
The light always comes on in the full bright mode, which requires some getting used to since it
is so bright that you can easily blast your own eyes, or the eyes of friends in the campsite, if
you weren't anticipating how bright it is initially. Careful where you point that thing. Advanced
users will appreciate a strobe mode, and the ability to program two basic brightness level
modes the 2nd level can be customized. By default, the 2nd mode gives you a less bright full
and close proximity beam, which we preferred. You get to the 2nd mode easily enough with a

double click. But, custom programming will drive you to the manual for a process involving six
double-clicks to get into customization mode. We like the fact that Zebralight has nicely buried
their advanced features in a way that basic operation remains very simple and easy. That said,
we'd love to see future versions of this light remember the last setting it was on, and turn back
on in that mode rather than always turning on at the super-bright High level. The ability to
remember-last-setting is a nice feature of competing lights like the BD Spot, and it really helps
avoid blasting eyes around the campsite with lights of such powerful light output. We miss that
feature when using the Zebralight. Unlike most competing headlamps, the Hw can also be easily
detached from the headband and used as a small, yet powerful, hand-held flashlight. The
Zebralight is well suited to use in a wide range of situations. It has enough power for the most
challenging lighting or trail finding situations. Yet, it has enough longevity and a nice evenly lit
flood mode for general lighting around the house or campsite. The fact that it is easily removed
from the headband suggests it might also be the best flashlight you've ever used. Its weight
makes it a luxury item for extended backpacking trips where every ounce of weight is
paramount, but you might be tempted to bring it anyway to light up the night like never before.
With its high power lighting, and significant battery life, the Zebralight is the light we'd want on
hand for a backcountry rescue, medical situations, or just finding your way home if you are lost.
If you bring 2 extra batteries, you'll have the ability for unmatched lighting during an all-night
epic, at a weight and size that is smaller than the Black Diamond Icon. This is an expensive light
and for most people, it is just more light than they need or want to spend on. That said, if you
consider it an investment, the Zebralight might just be the last headlamp you buy â€” you will
have a hard time wearing it out â€” and the fact that it is rechargeable suggests a real savings
over time on batteries if you are a frequent headlamp user. However, for occasional use, the
Black Diamond Storm is a more prudent value, offering high performance at half the price.
Zebralight Hw Mk IV Review An impressive, powerful light in a small package that won't
disappoint if you can get past the price. Photo: Abriah Wofford. Share this article:. Our Editors
independently research, test, and rate the best products. We only make money if you purchase
a product through our links, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Learn
more. It is a rugged, bright light that packs in huge light output in a small package. We love its
big bold and evenly lit beam, and are impressed by the bright beam's regulated longevity of 3.
Utilizing a state-of-the-art rechargeable Li-ion battery not included , the Zebralight takes a very
different approach to torch design than most competitors. With a durable metal case,
impressive IPX8 waterproof 2 meters, 30 min , and relatively low weight considering its powerful
beam, the Zebralight offers impressively high performance in a quality package â€” if you can fit
it in your budget , it will serve you well for many years to come as both headlamp and as your
favorite flashlight. Compare to Similar Products. Black Diamond Storm. Black Diamond Spot.
Coast HL7. Black Diamond Icon. Show full specification details Hide full specification details.
Photo: Jenna Ammerman. Beam Distance Photos. Zebralight Hw Mk IV. Both the Zebralight and
the Fenix offered amazing beam distances, and with much better than expected battery like
considering the powerful lighting. Unscrewing the battery tailcap a quarter turn disconnects the
battery, which is a nice trick to prevent the battery draining from accidentally turning it on in
your pack. Bright wide beam, good battery life, durable design, rechargeable. Excellent trail
finding and close proximity beam, waterproof, above average battery life. Excellent spot light
capability, wide evenly lit flood beam, above average in most ways. Excellent brightness and
beam control, often available online at discount. Expensive, Li-ion battery is not included,
heavier than average. More expensive, heavier than average, claimed battery life is very
misleading. Below average battery life, claimed battery life is wildly misleading, single button
hard to use, lame waterproofing. Average battery life, heavier and bulkier than most. A
stunningly bright light that offers impressive battery life. If you can afford it, it won't disappoint.
You can't go wrong with the Storm, high performance, quality optics, and durable design.
Offering excellent optics, a bright wide beam, and strong performance for the price, the Spot is
one of our favorites. We used to love the Coast, but competing lights have stepped up, while the
HL7 is unchanged. For years the Icon won our top pick for epics, but today it comes up a bit
short. IPX8 waterproof to 2 meters, 30 minutes. IP67 waterproof to one meter and dustproof. As
the first review of , TLR is bringing some new changes to the review layout after hearing from
you readers! Henceforth, there will be a Preface at the beginning and all Disclaimers will be
moved to the end. Also, we would like to wish all our readers â€” a Blessed and Great New Year
! Zebralight has been producing one of our favorite UI and we have had several of their AA
series over the years. They have been introducing new models recently and while this Hw MK III
might be a model; its updated LED emitter and wider protected and unprotected battery
acceptance still makes this one of our favorite headlamps. Fun fact: This is also our first
headlamp officially reviewed on TLR. Box Contents:. Switching ON and OFF is done by the

electronic switch on the head of the light, so no momentary activation is possible. For
flashlights that are intended to use on a daily basis EDC and for possibly a long period of time,
form factor is extremely important. This light fits a medium sized hand easily. While using the
light without the headband, the light is able to tail-stand or even head-stand perfectly, providing
nice angled light where needed. For this light, the spill, corona and hotspot is somewhat
predictable due to the fairly shallow Orange Peel Reflector. The beam has a rather distinct
hotspot which gently blends into the corona and a fairly wide usable almost round spill. Some
pictures have been adjusted slightly to depict as close as to what is seen in real life. The
distance of the light from the door is 4. Control shot:. M2 28 lumens :. M1 61 lumens :. H2
lumens :. H1 lumens :. Mode spacing appears to be progressively brighter to the eye and the
modes are well spaced enough to be able to know which mode one is currently in. With that in
mind, TLR tend to view mode spacing as battery life indicators amount of runtime left rather
than the specific output lumens. Zebralight with its efficient electronics for its various low and
moonlight modes makes for days and even months of usage out of a single The moonlight
modes are excellent for those bedtime runs or with night-adjusted eyes. For the and lumens
outputs, they are PID thermally regulated by ambient temperature and air circulation. The tint is
said to be K. However, due to the emitter used, there is some tint variances with the corona
possessing a slight yellow-green tint but is not obvious in real life usage. The light was
subjected to warm water submersion, followed by cold water submersion and left under room
temperature running water tap whilst running on Turbo. No electronic lockout but mechanical
lockout is possible when needed, like during transportation in a bag. For this light, it is a
definite YES. With the efficient low modes that enables this light to have days and even months
of runtime, Zebralight has set a standard for circuitry efficiency.
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Its UI becomes very simple to use after the initial learning process and has become one of our
favorite UI to date and the newer Zebralights now come with an even more programmable UI.
Another thing to note is that almost all protected and definitely all unprotected batteries will be
able to run this light, unlike the current generation Zebralights which will only fit unprotected
ones. However, as mentioned earlier, we look forward to the day that Zebralights includes a clip
for their headlamps as they do for their AA headlamps; for those times to pocket carry this light.
Since this headlamp only uses a battery, it would be recommended to use a handheld flashlight
to supplement this floody-style light. Disclaimer: Light was provided for by FastTech for this
review. No other compensation was provided. It will NOT cost you anything and is a way to help
support the website to keep pumping out reviews like this. FastTech : Click Here. No comments
yet Zebralight. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.

